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What is visual popularity?

Are some images intrinsically more appealing than others? 

➔ We can measure view counts, “likes”, retweets, etc.



Related Work

We focus on image-only prediction

We test across multiple datasets

We employ a novel latent ranking model

Dataset Features Problem Type Algorithm

[McParlane, ICMR’14] MIR-1M Visual, social, text Binary Classification SVM w/ RBF

[Khosla, WWW’14] VSO Visual, social, text Ranking Linear SVM

[Can, CIKM’13] [Private] Visual + social Regression Random Forest



Ranking Model

Margin depends
on rank



Adding Latent Rankers

Images with similar content have different popularity levels

➔ Introduce latent senses to capture nuances of popularity



Ranking Model with Latent Senses

Per image, use maximum 
response e.g. between Latent 
Sense 1 and Latent Sense 2

Loss calculated in pairwise manner



Optimizing for Unpopularity

We learn what makes an image popular

But what makes an image unpopular?



Optimizing for Unpopularity

We add parallel, ‘negative’ senses

At train time, essentially two independent models

At test time, we can combine to give a single ranking:

(popular) (unpopular)



Photo-sharing Datasets

Two datasets from Flickr

Visual Sentiment Ontology
○ 900k images
○ Adjective-noun pairs (“happy girl”, “beautiful sky”)

MIR-1M
○ 870k images
○ Selected based on Flickr “interestingness”

View count used as popularity measure



Micro-blogging Images (MBI-1M)

New dataset of 1M tweets containing images
○ Twitter
○ Subset from 2013 TREC Microblog  track
○ Images with updated popularity information
○ Retweets + Favorites used as popularity measure

Download: http://staff.fnwi.uva.nl/s.h.cappallo/data.html



Photo sharing vs Micro blogging

➔ Content and distribution differs between networks



Experimental Setup

Implementation

● Features from ConvNet trained to identify 15k classes

● Datasets split into 70% train, 10% val, 20% test

Evaluation

● Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, ⍴

● Measures difference between proposed and GT ranks

● 1.0 is perfect correlation, 0.0 is random



Research Questions

1. Does a latent ranking work for popularity prediction?

2. What can we learn when we optimize for unpopularity?

3. Are the latently learned categories human interpretable?



Exp. 1: Popular Images

➔ Adding latent senses improves popularity prediction



Question 1: Examples of Latent Senses



Question 2: Adding Unpopular Senses

➔ Learning to predict unpopularity increases accuracy



Question 2: Examples of Latent Senses

Popular Unpopular



Question 2: Comparison to Others

➔ Latent ranking compares favorably to prior work



Question 3: Describing Latent Senses

Latent senses have visual cohesion enforced

Is there any semantic cohesion? Can we label them?

➔ Per latent sense, what are the most common words?



Question 3: Latent Sense Semantics

Nouns: dog, animals, cat, face, eyes, puppy, animal
Adjectives: wild, happy, funny, little, cute, great, dirty

Top words: followers, conversation, text, quote, 
stupid

Top words: dress, shoes, fashion, wear, bacon, corn

Top words: pancakes, smoothie, pancake, bread, pork

Nouns: girls, smile, eyes, face, lady, hair, dress
Adjectives: young, sexy, little, beautiful, hot, happy



Conclusions

Latent ranking captures more facets of visual popularity

What makes an image unpopular is important to include

New challenging MBI-1M dataset
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Thank you!
contact: cappallo@uva.nl



Comparison to McParlane

McParlane et al. dataset split not released

They use a 50:50 ratio of top 20% most popular, 80% least 
popular to test on.

Random accuracy therefore 50%. 

Accuracy

McParlane et al. Best Image-only (published) 53%

McParlane et al. Best Overall (published) 59%

Our approach, binarized 64%



Dataset Statistics



Fixed vs Soft Margin Results



Popularity Metrics

We compare popularity metrics, and group them:

● High Engagement: Retweets or Comments

● Low Engagement: Favorites or Views



Spearman’s Rho Formulation

Given a groundtruth ranking Ȓ, and proposed ranking R

➔ Sum of squares over rank difference



BEYOND THIS POINT 
THAR BE DRAGONS
Beware ye, intrepid soul who dare to tread,

Past this point lay only old slides; quite dead.


